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An Application of Adaptation-Lev and Generalization 

Theories to Absolute Jud 

Studies designed to investigate t e formation and modification 

of judgment scales indicate that subject tend to fit their scales to 

the stimulus series judged. This tenden was first reported by H. L. 

Hollingsworth (1910) who, while working ith the reproduction of hand 

movements over linear distances, found t at within any given stimulus 

range his subjects developed a system of osi ti ve and negative errors, 

neutral. The values of stimuli point were underestimated 

and the values of stimuli below it erestimated. Based on this 

study and others he formulated his Law of Central Tendency in which he 

stat es, 

In all estimates of stimuli belong ng to a given range or group, 
we tend to form our judgments around the edian value of the series ••• 
toward this mean each judgment is shifted by virtue of a mental set 
corresponding to the particular rarige in uestion (Hollingsworth, 1913, 
p. 45) 

If subjects tend to fit their seals to the stimulus series it 

would be expected that systematic variati ns in the range of stimuli 

judged would bring about systematic chang sin the characteristics of 

the judgment scales. Volkmann (1937) has investigated the relation-

ship between the range of stimuli and the number of categories which a 

subject will use to judge that range. In his study he had subjects 

judge the inclination of a series of line by selecting the number of 

categories best suited to them and found hat the number of categories 

used increased as the rang e of stimuli i n reased. He found, further, 

that this increase is a sigmoidal functio of the range of stimuli. 

In another study Volkmann (1938) u ed t he same stimuli to 
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determine what happens to the ju<i8ment sc e when the range of stimuli 

is greatly restricted. He found that as t e range of stimuli decreased 

the category widths narrowed. The rate of change in the category widths 

was relatively constant at first. It then diminished as if the scale 

was approaching a limit of compression and when this limit waa reached 

the rate of change increased rapidly and t e frequency of judgments in 

the extreme categories rose sharply. 

Tresselt and Volkmann (1942) haven ted that the findings of 

Hollingsworth also apply to judgments made on lifted weights. They 

found that their subjects developed scales which conformed to the stim

ulus range and that the centers of theses ales tended to be the same 

for all subjects. They also found that du ing their initial judgment, 

the subjects were extremely variable in th ir judgments and their scales 

were quite dissimilar. It was only after hey had made several judg

ments that the subjects developed similar cales. 

Parducci (1954) has taken the posit on that this initial vari

ability noted by Tresselt and Volkmann wil be reduced if the subjects 

are told the number and range of stimuli t be judged. He found that 

subjects given prior information about the stimulus series were signif-

icantly less variable in their judgments t a group which was given 

no prior information. He had his subjects make several repeated judg

ments of the stimuli and compared them in erms of their mean shift in 

judgment. He found that the subjects int e group without prior in

formation had modified their scales more tan the subjects in the other 

group. He interprets this data as support ng his hypothesis that judg

ment scales are acquired and modified acco ding to the same principles 

by which other learning is acquired, retai ed, or modified. 



The above mentioned studies all in icate that one variable 

which must be considered when discussing he formation and modification 

of judgment scales is the form and range f the stimulus distribution. 

There are other studies which indicate th t the past experiences of the 

subject must also be considered. 

The role of past experience has be n studied by Tresselt (1947) 

who noted during an experiment with lifte weights that two of her sub

jects had judged all the weights "light ". After discovering that one 

of the two subjects was a weight e conducted an experiment 

(Tresselt, 1948) comparing a group of pro essional weight lifters and 

a group of watchmakers with a group of st She found the mean 

weight judged "medium" ly different for the watch-

makers and students 9 but for weight lifte sit was significantly high

er than either of the other two groups. he points out that the weight 

lifters did try to adjust to the series and for a while over-

corrected, but later returned to scales. 

Parducci (1956) has attacked the p of past experience in a 

slightly different manner. For this stu he used three groups of sub

jects judging three different distributio s of stimuli all of which 

were drawn from the same stimulus range. 

whi ch the five largest stimuli were pres 

quently than the four smallest stimuli. 

judged a series in 

ed eight times more fre-

e second group was given a 

series in which the five smallest stimuli ere presented eight times 

more frequently than were the four largest stimuli. The third group 

judged a series containing only the fives allest stimuli. He compared 

these groups by calculating the mean judgm nt given to the middle stim

ulus, because this was the only stimulus j dged by all three groups, 
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and :found the :first group had judged this stimulus "small", the second 

group had judged it to be slightly above medium", and the third group 

had judged it between "large" and rge". 

In the second part of this same e eriment (Parducci, 195b) he 

had all three groups judge the stimulus s ries originally judged by 

group three. He had intended to compare roups one and two on the 

basis of the number of trials it took for their scale values to reach 

the same scale values used by group three, but neither group ever 

reached this point. Instead, he compared them on the basis of the mean 

shift in their judgments and found that for group two the amount of 

shift decreased as the amount of experience with the first series of 

stimuli increased, but for group st increased and then de

creased. He also found that the scales of subjects in group one had 

shifted less than had the scales of subjec sin group two. He conduct

ed several additional studies to account r this difference in shift 

and came to the conclusion that subjects 

to fit their scales to the total range of 

a judgmental situation tend 

timuli, but if either ear-

lier experiences or the experimental instr ctions lead them to expect 

stimuli outside the range being judged the will not use all the judg

ment categories. It should be noted that he findings of Tresselt 

(1948), cited above, support the conclusio s arrived at by Parducci. 

Hollingsworth (1910) in his Law of entral Tendency stated 

that the subjects tend to form their Judgm nts around the median stim

ulus value. Parducci (195b) in his study 1th the skewed stimulus 

series found that the scale centers were n t located at the median 

stimulus value, but were displaced in the irection of skewing. 

Johnson (1944) found this was also true fo scales developed when 
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judging skewed distributions of lifted we. gh.ts. 

In his study Johnson (1944) was in erested in determining 

whether or not he could predict the locat on of the center of the scale 

by calculating some average value from th stimulus series. He present

ed his subjects with two skewed series of lifted weights and had them 

Judge them on a two category scale. He d termined the mean cat ego:ry 

limen for these scale and compared them w th the mean 9 geometric mean, 

and median values of the two stimulus seres and found that the cat

egory limeru!I were more closely approximat d by the geometric means than 

by either of the othe:r two measures. He eri:fied his :findings by using 

ten di:fferentp skewed and u.nskewed stimul s distributions and found 

that in all cases the category limens ver~ closely approximated the geo

metric means of the stimulus series. 

From the evidence presented it can be coi:1cluded that there are 

at least two va.riables which must be considered when attempting theo

retical explanations for the formation an modification of response 

sea.lase These variables are the form and content of the stimulus series 

being Judged and the past experi enees whi h the subjects have had with 

similar stimuli o 

Theories of Judgment 

There have been several attempts to develop theoretical systems 

which would integrate the phenomena noted in this paper. Two of these, 

Helson°s Adaptation-Level Theory (Helson, 938t 1947, 1948) and John

son us Generalization Theory ( Johnsonp 1944, 1945, 1949), have met with 

some degree of acceptance. These two theo ies are similar in that they 

both use an averaging process to determine the middle of the scale, but 
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, they differ somewhat in terms of their ba. ic a.ssumptions o 

Helson°s concept of adaptation-lev 1 (AL) was originally form-

ulated to account for various phenomena a sociated with color vision 

( Hel son 0 1938) and was lat er ext ended to nclude psychophysical phen

omena (Helson 0 1947). In his theory he a swnes there is an AL for 

every moment of stimulation and he operat O anally defines it a.s the 

stimulus evoking a neutral or indifferent response (Helson 9 1959). He 

stat e1 & 

Fundamental to the theory is tne a sumption that effects of 
stimulation form a spatio-t empo:ral con:fig :ration in which order pre
vails. For every excitation-response con igu.ration there is assumed 
a stimulus which represents the pooled ef ect of all stimuli and to 
which the organism may be said to be a.tt ed or adapted.. Stimuli 
near this value fail to elicit an;r respon. e from the organism or bring 
forth such neutral resJJOnees as indiff ere t 9 neutral 0 daiubtful 0 equal 0 

or the like, depending on the context of timulation (Heleon 0 19470 

p. 2). 

Helson (1947) feels that the AL op rati:ug in a given situation 

can be approximated by calculating a wei · t ed geometric mean of the 

stimulus series. His equation is: 

log(.AL + X) = r log Xi 
N 

( 1) 

The constant K is an empirical constant i troduced to account for the 

fact that with some skewed distributions f stimuli the AL is displaced 

from the geometric mean. For lifted weig found the best 

value for K to be O. 75d with d being the interval between stimulio 

In order to account for the other cale values Helson ( 1948) 

starts with the assumption that the Jud.gm nt assigned to a given stim-

ulus depends upon the distance between th t stimulus and AL. This 

distance is measured in terms of the numb r of jndOs between the stim-

ulus and AL. By a se:ri es of mathematical substitutions he arrives at 

the following equation. 



(K+ P) = Xi b 
(x - P) r, - ( 2) 

In this equation Pis the difference betw en the average judgmental 

value assigned to a stimulus and the cent r of the judgment scale and 

K is the Upper most value in the category scale. The constants A' and 

b are empirically determined by using a 1 ast squares solution for 

equation (2). The constant A' is an appr ximation of .AL and b rep

resents the Y intercept of the curve Iese ibe<i 'by (2). Their relation-

ship to .AL can be seen from the following equation. 

(3) 

Once A9 and b have been determined the re ponse scale values can be 

obtained from& 

p !; X(.xi -· A' + AO 
xi+ A 1 + bA 1 

( 4) 

Equations (3) and (4) can be used o determine the AL from the 

experimental data~ however if one wishes o evaluate all the factors 

which determine AL the following equation should be used. 

m n - e 
Ae = Ap + Ac + S1 ( 5) 

In equation (5) Ae is the value of AL as etermined from equation (3) 

and the quantities A_p and Ac are adaptati .. n-levels resulting from past 

experience and contextual stimuli. It is important to note that the 

weights m, n, and e must be empirically de ermined and that they must 

sum to unityo In his formulations Helson assumes that the pooled 

effect from the stimulus series is alWSlfS ap:proximat ed by the geom et-

ric mean of the stimulus series. Johnson. on the other handp assumes 

that this is true for lifted weights, but in some judgmental sitt1ations 

a better estimate can be obtained by usin the arithmetic mean. 

In the development of his theory J hnson (1944) started by stat-
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ing that every stimulus presented to a sub eet for judgment ha.s some 

central effect on that subject and that th central effect is :f'unct-

ional.ly related to the receptor system use when making the ,judgments. 

Re suggests that the bu.ffer action of rec~ tor mechanisms indicates a 

logarithmic relationship for many perceive dimensions such as bright-

ness 9 loudness 9 and weight 9 but for jud.gme ·ts of length and numerous-

ness a linear relationship can be asswned. These assumptions lead him 

to the conclusion that equation ( 1) gives i adequate a:ppro:x:ima.tion of 

the midpoint of the resporHie scale when th. receptor function is assum-

ed to be loga.rith.ll'JiC.::p but if the fwi.ction s assumed to be linear the 

equation shoul cl. be i 

(b) 

Johnson ( 1945) accounts for the oth r St]ale values by assuming 

that the form of the scale is linear and u es Ute general equation :f'or 

the regression of Y on Xo If his equation is J.lUt in Helsono s sym·bols 

it reads: 

( 7) 

in this equation Xi and Y are the arithmet c means of the stimulus 

series and the judgments made on this seri So The constant a is deter-

mined from the correlation between the sti 1ului and judgments and the 

stanfu:1:rd deviations of the two d:i.stribu.tio s. 

His equation for eJqlressi:ng the rel tionshi1? between pa.st 

eixperi ence and the present judgment.al situ 

Ae :: ~ -:- nXi 
w+n 

( 8) 

If Helson 9 s equations are compared.· ith Jor,nson's we find that 

they are almost identical. Equations (l) · d (b) differ only because 



the receptor :fu:nctit)n for ( b) is asswned t 

and (4) are different in that (4) describe 

ego:ries a:re stepped o:ff in unequal uni ts 

which the category widths a.re all equal. 

be linear. Equations (7) 

a scale in which the cat-

9 

d ( 7) describes a ecale in 

n equations (5) and (8) we 

have a difference in that (8) does not ace unt for the influence of 

contextual stimuli and it assumes the pool d effect from the stimulus 

series h best app1•oximated by the a:rithme ic mean of the series. It 

would s een1· that t-h.e primary dif:f erance bet · een these two theories 

results f1•om Helson aS®iilmi.ng a logarithmic recepto1• function in all 

Judgmental situaticms while J'ohnson assume that for judgments o:f 

length and nwne:rousness thie :function is 1 nea.r. 

Statement of t.he Pro bl am 

There have been two studies made co aring the theoretical 

systems of Kelson a.nd Johnson. One study Helsonp 1947) conwared the 

two theories using the lifted Weight data lit&.ined by Johnson (1949)0 

This comparison indicat_ed that both th.eori s otrerestimat ed the cat egol:'y 

limen. for the middle cat egor;y. Helson co:r ·eot ed for thil o\re:rest:i.mat

:1.on b;r eubt:raot:b1.g an empirical conirtant · d J'ohnson corrected for it 

by aeswning a modified geometric receptor 'u.nction. The second com

parison wia.s 1nade by Joh:r.u,on (1955) using d ta obtained by Philip (19.47). 

Johnson :found that Helaon oe theory J>redict d a. curvilinear relationship 

b etwee:n the scale ,ra.lues and the stimu.lu.s · alu.es while his theory 

predicted a linear :relationship" He plott d Philip is obtained values 

against the illtimulu.a values and found that his. Johnson.es predictions 

:f'it the ob·tained 1:rnale better than did. Hal, on•s. He ste.tesg 

-We mu.st eonchtde that the eirnple as ·umption of linear 
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correlation and regTession accou..~ts for he response scale used by 
Philipoe subjects better than the comple theory of adaptation-lewel 
based on Webe:ru s Law. · 

I:f the generalization theory for C1J11.t eri.ng the reaponae scale ii 
correct 0 the ahape of the :receptor :f'unct 011 r·ela.ting the stimulus vari
able to its effect on the organism is of rimary importance. It ie at 
thia point that a nonlinea.r 0 e.g., a l.og r:ltmic0 rel;ationahip may op
erate. Thereafter0 if the regression th o:ry for locating the scale 
values ii correct 0 only aimple a.sswnptio s and simple computations a:re 
necessary. If we picture the ju.dge's ta. as <me of fitting a series 
of response cat egor:IL es to a series of sti Qli ~ Web er o I Law is :l.irr el
event (Johnaono 19550 P• 3bl)o 

In the 1,reeent study an attempt be l!!a.de to compare these 

two ·theo:riH on th<EI io.~®is of data ohtain.ed ft·ofil a ju.dgment&l llllitua.tion 

for which Johneon wou.l.d J)i'edict a. :JLi1ld1Ja1• ·eeepto:r :fu.ncti.cm.. Thiei etim-

originally developed by Pa:rducc1 ( 1957> t. etu.dy the effect of ord.e:r 

Will be ,eqtui.l t.h:rough.out the series. ltn he two skewed series the int-

e:rvals between etimu.11 will be gr~ate:r· at the lrow end o:f the series 

£or the negatively skewed series and fo:t• ·he pCHllitively skewed series 

This approach di.ff ere somewhat f':rom the studies previously 

oi t ed in that a. shift in thi£1i respoxurn 1ca· e will be obtained by alt e:ring 

the interval bstw.eren sti\.muU. ae o_pposed. t alt e:ring the :range of stim

uli (Volkmann, 1937 and 1938) or f':rEiquenr.r of preser,tation (J'ohnecm0 

1944 and Parduco:1 0 195b) o The order· of ·p •aaentation will be :ran-

ssntation. 

Each subject Will be given 28 tr:l.a.1 with the stimuli. Dllring 

the fi:ret 14 trials he will be asked to jt dgie ·the unakewred series and 
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during t~e second 14 trials he will judg one of the two skewed stim

ulus dist:ri'butiona. This will be done f r two reasons. First 9 by 

having each subject judge the same sari e,. for several trials it will be 

possible to bring all subjects to approxjmately the same adaptation

level prior to judging the skewed series thus, the two theori ea can 

be compared to determine how well they p the shift in scale 

values during the second series of judgm ts. Second9 by using this 

method it will be :possible to compare th two theories over several 

trials to determine which one ia most au cess:ful in predicting the value 

of the neutral stimulus. There is a :pos i bili ty that the value of the 

neutral stimulus will coincide wHh the eometric mean during the early 

trials and move toward the arithmetic me. n as the subjects are given 

additional trials, or the opposite relat onsh.ip might hold. 

In addition to the comparisons m tioned~ the two theories will 

be compared to determine how well they p edict the form of the response 

scale. It is possible that the theories might adequately locate the 

center of the scale and fail to properly predict the other scale values. 

There is also the possibility that inter al skewing will have an effect 

on the form of. the response scale such t at linear scales will be ob

tained when the subjects judge the unske ed series and curvilinear 

scales will be obtained when they judge he two skewed series. 
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The subjects used in this experim nt we:i:·e 4o male students who 

were enrolled in the, ii.OTC Frog.ram at Okl homa State Uniirerisity. They 

were ra.rJ.domly assigned to one of the two experimental groups. 

The stimuli were three sets of wo den sticksg with 15 sticks 

in each set 0 The sticks were a-pproximat ly 5 uJ.!ll, wide9 lO mmg thick0 

and varied f:rom 32 to 298 mm. in length, The;s; ware ·painted a medium 

gra::, color and mounted on sta.nda:rd three by :n.·ve note cards~ this was 

done·so that they could be presented in, vertical plane against a 

contrasting background. 

The judgments were expressed in t :rms oi' a :five cat ego:ry seal e 

and :recorded on data sheets provided by he e:1;preir-imenter (Appendix A). 

The subjects judgments were converted to a numerical scale by assigning 

a value of nine to Judgments of Very Lon O seven to Long 9 five to Med

ium9 three ·to Short 9 and one to judgm&1t o:f Ve-1.'y Short. In order to 

reduce int ertrial variability a judgmerit l trial was defined as con

sisting of the average judgment giver1 by a. su'bject during two consec

utive presentations of the same stimulus series. Thus 9 even though 

all subjects made a total of 420 ju.de;;msn S 9 the tables presented in 

this !laper indicate a total of 210 judg.m nts per subject. 

During the experimental sessions he subjects were brought into 

the room 9 seatedg and read the ex:perime.n al instructions (Appendix B). 
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The stimuli were hidden behind a larges reen and were removed one at 

a time by the experimenter and placed on the chalk trey of a freshly 

painted gree:n chalk-'boardo They were pr sent ad at appro:x::lma.t ely two 

second intervals and in random o:rder wit a di!"f erent random o:rd.er be

ing used during each presentation of a a ries. The subjects were given 

14 triall with the unskewed series of st muli (preshift seriet) 

followed b;y· a five minute break af't er wh ch they were given 14 trial 1 

(postshi~t series) with one of the slrnwe se:i:'ies of stimuli. Du.ring 

the break they were requested not to dh 1ue the experiment o 

For the first 14 trials both g:ro;:i~ s ju.dged a stimulus series 

containing stimuli with values o:f ,32, 51 70 9 89 9 1080 127 0 14bo lb5o 

1840 203 0 2229 241 0 260 0 279 0 and 298 mm During their second 14 

trials one group 9 Group P0 judged a stim lus series containing stimulus 

values of 32, 45 0 560 720 85 9 9So 113, 1'5~ 133, 1510 lb4o 1780 211a 

254.5 0 and 298 mmo The other group, Gro p N, received a stimulus 

series with values of 320 74.5 0 llb.St 1·9.5, lb3 0 17b.5o 1900 203.5, 

217 D 230050 2449 257 o5o 2710 2S4.5, and 98mm. 

The mean stimulus value in each s :ries wee 0 unskewed9 lb5 mm.; 

P or positively skewed series 0 134.s mm. and N or negatively skewed 

series 0 193.0 mm. The geometric mean fo these same three series was 

139.40 113.9, and 171.7; respectively. 
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Thai judgment scales :formed b;y th~ 1:JubJi,ir.sits du1·i.ng this exper

iment. wieire d.aimcrib$d 1:n iW!) wa;rs. :r:i.I:1tft on ~·lJe'l'Y' t:rh.l mrea:n stim

ul.ue $..edgrieid. to each Jr!ldgmental eat eig~)lt" · Wa!S !let &:ll':minieid fo:r aa.c:ih s·U'.b

j ect o It 1h<)Uld be .r~ca.llad tha.t th.,e, me 1 sH .. !uul.u.11 Judged medium fit& 

the operational defin:1.tion. o:f a.dap·ta.tion l.e'lfi.\1t (Heihoicip 1959» P• 5b7) 

as well as John.1ono a. concept of the xrd..d:J:) dnt fii the judl.gment 11H::ale 

(Johnson 1955 0 p. 3l1,5). Therefore~ H w:: .il3 m•H;,d as this obtained mid

point o:f' the !!lea.la when comparing th1;;, :p:r 1H.«:::ii,lnl:lij derived from the 

theories of Helson and Johnson. Second., th<e1 i11.,i!idia.n judgment a.s:signeid 

to each sti!l'1ul.us duri11g each trial wa~ d te:ri"M.:il.iired arid these values were 

used to de:ri ve the predict ad ecru.e mid.po nt W:Ki.il a.llilo a.a the obtained 

scale values :for the judgment scal€:ii5o T. a llh:1diim values were used in 

this case to :reduce the effeirit o:f !:lke-11d.nr in the extreme cat egoriea. 

The meru:1 sUmuluiii value a~signed o ead':l. of the five Judgmental 

oe:teigo:ries is presented :l.n Table l.. Thi talil.~ cc,ntains those ,ralues 

©btained d.u1°ing the last :preshift ·~rial ·id au.ri11g t,he first and last 

:poahhi!t triah be~au.H these are the p ints which eun1w.a:rize the mod

ifieations in. the judgment scale which a ·e mol:it pertinent to the purpose 

o:f:' thh investigation. The values from t't'bla l for the last preehift 

and last postshit't t:r1.s1:e hav·e been pl.ot·,ed 111 :figure l to show the re

lationship between the judgment scale an the sti.mulua scale. 



Table l 

Mean Values (mm) of Stimuli Assigned o Ea.ch Judgmental Category 

On the Last Preehift Trial and The First and Last 

=-----Last· ~·...........,,frs ·---L~ 
Preahift T:rial Postshi t T1°ia.l Postshift Trial 

Cat ego:ri es 
Group P --~-G:ro~E. N .. Group P G~-- Group ~ Group N 

Very Small 33.90 3b.2S 35.5l3 34a13 33.95 32.00 

Sm.all 79.50 84.25 11.04 90.88 74.b7 85.75 

Medium 151.70 159.30 141.90 1,71.46 143.25 170.b7 

1,a.:rge 233.4o 235.30 210.94 242.92 227.39 248.90 

Very La.:rge 288.50 290.18 2s3.s1:i 289.90 292.b9 290.58 

15 
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In order to determine the amount d direction of the initial 

shift in the judgment scale 0 the mean st· m·ulua Judged madiwn on the 

first post iehift trial was aubt:ra~t ed f'l'tl the x.,ean stimulus judged 

J11ediwn during the lairt preshi:t.'t tr-ial l"o . eacl1 subject and an average 

of these differences was calculat ede Th same procedure was followed 

to determirui the shift between the :fir·st and last postshif·t trials .. 

The measures obtained from these e:.:alcula ionll!1 are presented in Table 

2e The negative valuaa i.n Ta.ble 2 :ltnd.:i.~ te tha shift was to a lower 

as the obtained valuiei for the pey,01:Lol~gi al Dd..dpoint of' the judgment 

ecale. Theti!le obta:l..ned values were c.miilpa ed with the valuee predicted 

from equations (3) and ( 7) and the resu1:. s of this comparison are pre-

sented in Table 3. Po:si ti ve values in.di at® the obtain.ad value we.a 

overestimated and the negative val·,u;a icata unclerestimations. 

The results of the ~omparisonl!I e b~1t.ween the obtained judgment 

is ca.le values and the predict ied j1.:i.d#;inent calei v2,lues are presented in 

Table 4. The obtained values for Table we:r~ d\\'Jtermined by calcU:lat-

ing the median judgment given to ea.ch $ti and the predicted 

values were derived from equations ( 4) d (7). The mean squared 

devia.Uon was determined by subtt'i:ii,Cting ha :p:i:-ed.ict ed value from the 

differences over all the stimuli j11dg1Sid n a serieso The mean squared 

deviation wal3 UIH'!J<i bacau.se it gave a l,e,t er indication of sea.le fit 

than did th~l mean deviation o The mean d ,viatfon is sensitive to 

direct ion of dev:l..ation ar1d indicates a c· ose :ii t even when values at 

one e.nd of the seals are o'\i·er estimated · .d values at the other end 



Table 2 

Mean Shift (mm) of the Mean Oat gory Values Observed 

After the First and Last P stshift Trials 

Aft er First Betw'"een First and 
Postshift Trial Last Postshift Trial 

Categories 
G:rou: p Grou N Group P Group N 

Very Small lob8 - 2.15 = lob3 - 2.25 

Small = 2.30 5.88 - 2.27 - 5.15 

Medium -10.14 12.18 2.70 ... 0.82 

Large -21.21 7.b5 lb.14 5.93 

Very Large - 5.59 - 0.24 8.83 O.b8 

18 
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Table 3 

Mean Deviations (mm) .Between the Obtai ed Mean of 11Mediwnu Oat egory 

and the Values Predicted From A ptation-Lavel Theory 

and Generalization Theory 

.Adapfarion-Level o eneraiTzat :ion. 
Theory Theory 

Trial.a 
G:rou: p Grou N Gro~-G:roup N 

P :r eahi :ft 

l - lb.18 - 29.49 - 4·ob9 ... 5o01 

2 - 22093 - 17.27 - 2.25 3.05 

3 - 20.71 - 23.54 - o.yo - o.o4 

4 - lb.47 - 21.87 b.32 - 0.97 

5· - 18.88 - 21.45 ~-e20 ... 0.85 

b - 17 .bj - 20.41 lj .• 72 - 0.03 

7 - 15.04 - 17.42 b.23 2.11 

Post shi :ft 

1 - 15.27 - 20.25 4.17 - 4.b5 

2 - 12.10 - 19.30 4.80 ... 2.bb 

3 - 12. 71 - 14.58 3.08 - 0.92 

4 - 15.09 - 21.73 2.58 - 3.11 

5 - 10.52 - 21 •. 30 3.70 - 4.23 

b - 13 .b4 - 24.b9 1.48 - b.50 

1 - s.11 - 21.43 b.00 ~ 3.8b 
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of the scale are underestimated. 

The empirical constants in equati n (5) were determined by 

using equation ( 3) to dat ermine the valu of AL for the la.st preshift 

trial and the first and last post shift t ials., The value of AL for 

the last preshift trial was substituted nto equation (5) for Ap and 

the values from the postshift trials sub tituted. for Aeo The equations 

thus derived9 along with an equation exp essing the fact that m9 n, and 

e swn to unity 0 were used to solve :for t e valu.es of m0 n 0 and e. The 

equations obtained are listed below .. 

log .A.e = • 542 log Ap + .941 ( 9) 

log A6 : .bbb log A_p + .74b (10) 

log A6 : .735 log Ap + .592 (11) 

log Ae : .912 log Ap -I- .181 (12) 

Equation (9) was used to predict the mea stimulus judged medium by 

Group P on the first postshift trial and equation (11) waa used for 

the last postshift trialo Equations (10 and (12) were used for Group 

N. 

The empirical constant win equat on (8) was determined by 

first solving equation ( 1) to determine he appropriate values for 

".P and A,eio Given these values, the numb r of times the subjects had 

judged the skewed fH.lries, and the ari.thm tic means of the skewed 

series. it 'WttS possible to solve fo:r f?. The <hf.rived equations a.re 

presented belowo Equationis (13) a.nd (15 were used to pre,dicted 

the mean stimulus judged medium by Gronp N on the first and last post

shift trials and equations (14) and (lb) were used for Group P. 

( 13) 



Table 4 

Mean Squared Deviations :Between Obtained Scale Values and 

Scale Values Predicted from Adapta.t:fon-Level Theory-

Trialt 

Last Praahift 

First Postshift 

and. Generalization 

Adap't at iort~LfY~l 
Theory 

.l+l 7 

.b42 

•. 312 

Generalization 
Theory 

0121 

21 



Ae: 23.3~ 1887a2 
:;r~:n-

Ae:: ~.58 ~+ 2714 .. 3 
42. 8 

Ae :: 1,,90 ~ ·+ 2b9.b 
3. 0 

22 

(14) 

(15) 

< lb)" 

The mean stimulus judged rnedillill1 by eacll subject on the last :p:re-

s.hi:ft trial was substituted into the a'bo e equations as Ap and the 

obtained values fo:r Ae were compared wit the obtained mean stimului 

judged medium. Th~ diffe:irooces between h.e predicted and obtained 

values were averaged ove1· subje~ta and t' e resulting measures are 

pres«:m.t ad in Table 5. 
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Ta.blie 5 

Mean Deviation Between the Mean timulus Judged Medium 

and the values Predicted from E nations (5) and (8) 

Adapt at ion-Level===,= -G,-eneralizat ion 
Theory Theory 

Trials 
Group P Group N~- Group P Group N 

Fi:r:st Post shift = 90223 = b.384 1 .. 120 "" 0 0282 

Last Post shift 4obB3 - 8.543 OolSb OoOOl 
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CHAPTER IV 

DISCUSSION 

Inspection of Table l indicates th t the two groups of subjects 

did develop simila.1· £icales during their udgment s of the preshift 

series of stimuli and that they tended t fit their scales to the range 

of stimuli. A t test was made to determ ne whether or not the mean 

stimulus judged medium during the last p eahift trial differed for the 

two groups and it was found that the mea s were not significantly 

different (t = .987 0 P > .05) o A further inspection of Table l shows 

that the subjects shifted their scales d: ring their judgments of the 

· · post shift series of stimuli and t tests ere made to test the post

shift meanso It was found that the two roups were significantly dif

ferent at the end of the first postshi:ft trial Ct= 4.4b5p P<.Ol) and 

after all seven postshift trials (t::: 23 9 P<.Ol)o It should be 

noted that the shift obtained in this eriment is similar to the shift 

found by Parducci ( 195b) indicating that varying the interval between 

stimuli has the same effect on the judgm nt scale as varying the fre

quency of presentation. 

Stevens and Galanter (1957) indic e that the shifts found in 

this experiment and in Parduccias study can be accounted for if one 

considers the possibility that the subj try to use all of the judg-

mental categories with equal frequency. If stimuli are flbunched" by 

either d.ifferentially varying the frequ cy of presentation or the 
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interval between stimuli. 0 the midpoint of the scale will shift toward 

the bunching. This bei.ng the case0 it ld be expected that in the 

present study the midpoint for Group P wo ld shift to a lowell."' value 

and the mid;point for Group N would sh::l..ft o a higher value. Inspect

ion of Table 2 indicaties that tha groups id shift in the predicted 

directions. At test was made for each o the mean diffell."'ences shown 

in Table 2 and it was found that the init al shift for both groups was 

significant ( t :: 2. 791 0 r ,,.:;; .05 for G:roup and t ~ 4.325 0 P <.Ol fo:r 

Group N) 0 but the ahi:ft between the first and last postshift trials 

was not significant ( t = .005 0 P >.05 fo Grou:p N and t • .0530 P>.05 

for G:roup P) e 

If the values from Table l for the last p:reshift and postahift trials 

a.re plotted against the 'J'("ll11es of the at mulu.:e seriea 0 Figure 1 0 we :find 

that the cu1·ve appears linear for the mi ale three categories and that 

the slope rises sharply at both extreme ategories. Actually a family 

of curves is obtained with the curve f!Or Grotrp P being slightly above 

the curve :for the unskewed judgm:snt s and the cu:rve from Group N being 

slightly below the unskewed curva. All hree crurvea have the same gen

eral slope9 but the slopes at the extl'@a categories vary such that for 

the unakewed curve it is equally sha~p a 'both extrenes and for the 

other two curvea the slope for the posit ve group is sharpest at the 

lower extreme and for the negative group it is sharpest at the upper 

extremeo Stevena and Galanter have also :predicted these results by 

pointing out that when the stimuli are c osely spaced or appear more 

:frequently the local slope will be st eap and when they are widely 

spaced or presented less frequently the ocal slope will flatten. 

!I.1:hey say these results can be ex-plairied f one assumes the su.bJ ect s 



seem to resist using the same response c·tego:ry over and indicate that 

Johnson o s Generalization Theory more clo ely approximated the obtained 

values than did Helsono s Adaptation-Leve Theory. Table 2 shows that 

AL theory underestimated the category li ans in every case and that the 

Generalization theory overestimated the imens for both groups on the 

preshift triab and for Group P on the p stshift trials 9 but it under 

estimated the values for Group N on the ostshift trials. If a line 

of best fit is drawn for the curves m~nt oned above it is found that 

the midpoint of the scale is overestimat d fo:r the unskew-ed and positive 

skewed group and underestimated :for the ,egat:l.:ve skewed group. Basic

ally the :procedure used by Johnson to de e:rm1:ne the midpoint of the 

scale makes use of a line of best fite 

The data in Table 4 indicates that the Generalization theory very 

closely approximated the scale values., he deviations which did occur 

seemed to result from the fact that the rve describing the scale was 

not completely linear but showed the var atio:ns in slope mentioned 

aboveo On the other hand0 the values f.r m AL theory tended to be too 

small at the extremes and too big in the middle of the scale. This 

would indicate that the obtained scale w: s linear and that its mid

point was located at a higher value than predict ed. by AL theory o 

The direction of change in the mi~ oint of the scales was acc

urately predicted by both the Helson and Johnson shift equationp how

ever Johnsonus equations appear to be mo e accurate in predi<Ct,ing the 

quantitative characteristics of the chan <as 

Conclusions 

The results of this experiment ind cate that systematic 

variations in the interval between stimu i will bring about predictable 
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changes in the judgment scale even though the :range and frequency of 

presentation a:r.e held. constant. Additional studies are needed 0 howeve:r 0 

to determine how these three variables, stim.ul.us range 0 interval 

between fltixnuli 0 a:nd frequency of present at ion0 Will interact if two 

of them or all thre$ a.re varied at the same time. 

The results alsc» indicate that there is factual basis for the 

auumption mad.ei by Johnson that for ju.dgments of length the receptor 

fu.n.ction is lin(la:r aKHi that the subje1.1rtl!i makiug ,_1,1dgm.ents of length 

will d~velop a linf,ar l!ii<C-ale the n'ii.(ipoint of' Wl'l:li.©h appl't:i:.r.imates th® 

arithmetic mean of the st1mulu11 1!H'!ll"iEH!l be:lLng judg~d .• 



CHAPTER V

SUMM.ARY 
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The types of judgment scales used b subjects when making 

abil!olute judgments of length were studied by ha.ving two groups of 

subjects judge the leng1ch of' three diff'erent ss:ries o:f wooden stickliio 

InitiallYu both groups judged a re©t~gu.lar distribution of sticks and 

then one group judged a negatively skewe 

group judged a positively skewed distrib 

by varying the interval between stimuli. 

their initial Judgments the subjects dav 

in form and the centers of these scales 

mean of the unskewed stimus serieso 

skewed series 9 their_ scales were. modifi@ 

toward the arithmetic mean of th~ new se 

distribution and the other 

ion. Skewing was obtained 

It was found that during 

oped scales which were linear 

.. · pro:ir:imated the arithmetic 

of the 

and the midpoints shifted 

The obtained scale; 

were compared with scales predicted from Adaptation-Level theory and 

Generalization--theory and it was found t. at the Gsneralhation theory 

more accurately predicted the midpoint a d :fo:rm of the obtained scales 

than did Adaptation.~L,eval theory and tha both theories accurately 

p:redicted the direction of shift 9 but Ge eralization theory appeared 

to more accurately predict the quanHt,at·ve characteristics of the 

cha.ngeo These results were int eirpret ed a suppolt"ting Johnson° s 

assumption that the receptor system used when making the judgments 

determines the type of mathematical func ion to be used when px eiircting 

the midpoint and form o:f the response sc 
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Experimental !nstru.c· iot'i.l!:1 



EX:PERIMENTAL INSTRU !VIONS 

Your task :i.n this eXperiment 1.s to udge the length of 

different Bticks. You will be presented ith a series of sticks 

(hold up the sample sti~k). A,1,'J each ttic: is presented you will 

make a judgment of how l@ng or 1,'Jho!'t :i:t a: ,.yJeal'l:i to be to you. 

You will reicord your judgment by w:riting oovsov i:t' it appears to bEi 

very short~ onsao if it appears to be sho:rt 0 "M" if it appears to 

be mediwn 9 IOJ.IO if it 13:ppears to be lor1g" d uuVLoo if i.t appears 

to be very long. Your judgmentis will be recoll.'dred on the data 

sheets which have been placed be:for·a eacll of you. Once you have 

recorded your judgment O d.o not go back an change it. Since thh 

experiment is concerned with how the stick appean to you 0 there 

can be no right or wrong answers. Please espond to all the 

sticks; eveti i:f a.t first the dechion seem di:fficult. 
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APPli:NDIX C 

Obtained Judgment Sca.l Values 



Table b 

Obtained and Predicted.Values for he Medium Category 

Obt~ined Adapiation- evef - -Generalization-
Value Theory Theory 

Trials 
Grou p Grou N Gro~ 

Preshif't 

l 171.19 173.b3 155 .. 01 lbb.50 lb8.b2 
" 2 lb8.9b 164.ll 146~03 146.84, lbb.71 lb7.lb 

3 lbb.90 lbb.11 11.Jo 019 142.57 lbb.OO lbb.07 

4 157.15 lb6.71 l4o.b8 144.84 lb3 .47 lb5.74 

5 155.9s lbl.15 137.,10 139.70 lb0.18 lb2.00 

b 155.41 lb4.2l 137.7g 143.so lb0.13 lb4.18 

7 151.70 15·9 .30 136 .. bb 141-88 157.93 1b2.07 

Post shift 

1 141.90 171.48 l25.b3 151 .. 23 14b~07 lbb.83 

2 14b.48 173.58 134.38 154.28 151.28 170.92 

3 144 .. 27 lb7.l2 131.5b 152.54 147 .35 lbb.20 

4 149.59 172.os 134.50 150.30 152.17 lb8.97 

5 147 .b3 173 .21 137 .. 11 l 1.91 151.33 lb8o98 

b 150.51 174 .. 34 136~87 149.65 151.99 lb7 .84 

1 143.25 170.67 134.48 149.24 149.25 lbb.81 



Table 7 

Median Judgment Given to Each timulus by Group P 

Du.ring the Preshif Trials 

Stimulus Values 
l 2 4 5 b 

J2o0 lo03 · 1.00 1.00 .oo 1.00 1.00 

51.0 1.21 1.21 1.33 .88 2.15 2.59 

70.0 2.50 2.5b 2.73 • 75 3.00 2.97 

89.0 2.94 2.94 3.00 .03 3.09 3.0& 

108.0 3.21 3.13 3.13 .41 4.oo 3. 75 

127.0 4.50- 3.93 4.lb .30 4.30 4.bS 

l4b.O 4.83 4.50 4.90 .sb 4o94 4.92 

lb5.0 4.88 li-.94 5.00 .oo 5.03 5.03 

184.o 5.08 5.08 5.14 .4o 5.33 5.27 

203.0 b.Ob b.50 5.41 b.bb b.50 

222.0 b.93 b.75 b.50 .50 b.79 b.79 

241.0 7.05 7.00 6.93 .oo 7.00 b.97 

2bO.O s.3s 7obb 7.41 .75 7.83 7.50 

279.0 8.59 8.b7 ·s.59 • 73 8.59 ·8.50 

298.0 8.73 8.88 s.91 .94 8.88 8.91 
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1 

1.00 

2. 73 

3.00 

3.ob 

3.70 

4.81 

4.90 

5.09 

5. 79 

b.50 

b.83 

b.94 

7.41 

8.78 

9.00 



Table 8 

Median Judgment Given to Each S imulus by Group P 

During the Postshift rials 

Stimulus values 
l 2 5 b 

32.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

45.0 1.90 2.59 2. 73 2.79 2.79 

58.0 2.8:, 2.83 2.88 2.91 2.88 

72.0 3.03 3.03 3 .. 11 3.14 3.09 

85.0 3.ob 3.14 3.27 3.27 .3.27 

98.0 3. 79 3.41 3.83 3.33 3.41 

113.0 4.50 4.10 4.bo 4.10 4.oo 

125.0 4.8b 4.91 J.i .• ss 4.89 4.75 

138.0 4.97 4.94 4.93 4.93 4.83 

151.0 5.11 l+. 94 4. 97 5.00 4.97 

1b4.o 5.50 5.14 5.03 5.03 5.03 

178.0 b.25 5.33 5.50 5.23 5.14 

211.0 b.92 b.81 b.83 b.b8 b.75 

254.5 8.b7 7 .41 7.79 7 .o4 7.10 

298.0 9.00 9.00 s.97 s.97 s.97 

jlS 

7 

1.00 

2.83 

2.97 

3.03 

3.21 

3.33 

4.50 

4.93 

4.93 

5.00 

5.03 

5.50 

b.b8 

7 .14 

s.97 
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Table 9 

Median Judgment Given to Each St 111.ulus by Group N 

Du.ring the Preshift rials 

Tr ials 
Stimulus Values 

l 2 5 b 7 

32.0 1.08 1.03 1.00 l. 00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

51.0 1.33 1.13 1.21 1. 50 2.21 2.50 2.50 

70.0 2.10 2.88 2.73 2. 91 2.91 2.91 2.91 

89.0 3.04 2.9b 3.14 3. 11 3.19 3.13 3.10 

108.0 3.28 J.b4 3.19 3 4o 3.50 3.41 3.70 

127.0 4.oo 3,83 4.oo 4 59 4.59 4.b7 4.b7 

14b.o 4.17 4.59 4. 79 4 79 4.79 4. 73 4.79 

1b5.o 4.83 5.00 4.91 4 90 5.00 5.ob · 5.ob 

184.o 5.07 5.19 5.30 5 ll+ 5.21 5.10 5.21 

203.0 b.50 b.21 5.75 5 50 5.93 5.50 5.83 

222.0 b.83 b.50 6,59 b 50 b.b7 b.59 b.b7 

241.0 b.83 b.93 6,97 b 99 b.97 b.89 7.03 

2bO.O s.07 7.79 7.32 7 32 7.b4 7.25 7.33 

279.0 8.b7 s.13 s.73 8 50 8.50 8.17 s.&o 

298.0 s.79 8.88 s.91 g gg s.91 8.91 9.00 



Table 10 

Median Judgment Given to Each St· mulus by Group N 

During the Postsh:1.ft ' rials 

Stimulus Values 
l 2 3 5 b 

32.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

74.5 2o91 2.97 2.94 3.00 3.03 

llb.8 3.50 3.33 3.83 4.59 4.lb 

149.5 4.88 1~.88 4.91 4.88 4.88 

lb3.0 4.90 4.91 4.97 4.97 4.97 

17b.5 5.00 4.97 5.00 5.0,3 5.00 

190.0 5.17 5.13 5.14 5.ob 5.10 

203.5 5.50 5.41 5.70 5.32 5.50 

217 .o b.59 b.50 b.59 b.50 b.79 

230.5 b.8b b.75 b.88 b.88 b.88 

244.o b.97 b.8b b.91 b.88 b.93 

257.5 7.13 7.10 1.ob 7.00 7.00 

271.0 8.50 7.b4 7. 79 7.21 7. 70 

284.5 8.79 8.21 s.73 8.33 8.b7 

298.0 9.00 s.97 8.94 8.94 8.94 

4o 

7 

1.00 

2.90 

4.17 

4.94 

5.00 

5.03 

5.14 

5.50 

b.b7 

b.90 

b.93 

7 .o4 

8.00 

8.b7 

8.91 
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